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ABSTRACT

Beyond the deterministic limit where the initial value sensitive predictability can hardly be
found, the boundary condition dependent potential predictability is examined. The tropical
anomalies of the opposite phases of El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) can significantly
change the extratropical natural variability on a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. We
address the impact on the low-frequency variability, such as the persistent blocking flows, and
the high-frequency variability, represented primarily by the storm tracks. The NCEP/NCAR
reanalyses are used for this investigation. Several diagnostics tools help to reveal the dynamical
processes leading to the large change of the natural variability and the potential predictability
in the extratropical latitudes between these two phases of the ENSO cycle. During El Niño
winters, the principal storm tracks are steered more into the southern and Baja California
region, by the much eastward extended subtropical jets. On the other hand, the storms are
diverted more into the higher latitudes (Aleutians and Gulf of Alaska) during La Niña winters,
when jetstreams are much weaker east of 160°W. Although being passively steered to widely
different regions, the high-frequency transients do feed back actively to strengthen and maintain
the subtropical jet across the central North Pacific and also act to slow down the equatorward
flank of the jet. The feedback by the transients is stronger during the El Niño than the La Niña
winters, helping in maintaining stronger signals from the tropics for the El Niño winters. There
is also a large change of low-frequency variability: much larger magnitude of kinetic energy
and height variance during La Niña than El Niño winters. The local barotropic energy diagnosis
reveals that, on average, the low-frequency components extract more energy from time-mean
flows during La Niña than El Niño winters, helping in explaining the presence of much larger
low-frequency variability during the La Niña winters. With stronger ENSO signals and weaker
natural variability during El Niño winters, the potential predictability in the north Pacific sector
is significantly higher, on these two counts, than during the La Niña winters.

1. Introduction is probably the most pronounced part of the
climate variability. Our interest here is the ENSO
related potential predictability for the extratropi-The El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
cal atmosphere. We like to know whether there isphenomena (Rasmusson and Wallace, 1983) have
a significant change in potential predictabilityattracted increasing attention. Its interannual vari-
from the warm to the cool phase of the ENSOability influences many regions of the globe and
cycle. In addition to ENSO signatures in the
extratropical atmosphere, their magnitude and
extent, we need to know whether there is a signi-* Corresponding author.

e-mail: wchen@ncep.noaa.gov ficant change in the amount of ENSO related
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noise or natural variability that accompanies the modification is evident, what then could be the

dynamical processes that lead to the change?signals.
The natural variability in this article refers to Because of the omnipresence of natural variability,

the ENSO potential predictability will always havefluctuations of various temporal and spatial scales

while the atmosphere is subjected to a constant an upper limit. While climate signals contribute
positively to the predictability, the presence ofexternal forcing. For a perpetual general circula-

tion model (GCM) experiment, the variability of climate noise can only diminish it. We attempt to

gain further understanding on the cause andall scales generated is easily understood to be
natural variability, since the forcing is held con- nature of the extratropical atmospheric natural

variability and potential predictability.stant. For the real atmosphere, however, not all

variability is natural. In addition to repetitive In this continuing effort, some preliminary
results have been obtained using a limited set ofannual cycle, the slowly varying anomalous

external conditions inevitably generate additional operational analyses (Chen and Van den Dool,

1995 and 1997a) and a set of general circulationvariability. The total variability is therefore con-
sisting of both externally forced and natural model experiments (Chen and Van den Dool,

1997b). Adopting a slightly different technique,(Madden, 1976; Zwiers, 1987). Taking a seasonal

mean of a meteorological variable for instance, its Lin and Derome (1997) have also reported a
modification of natural variability by the large-interannual variability consists of climate signal

(externally forced) and climate noise. The latter scale environments. Recently, the National

Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)always develop even when change of forcing is
negligible (Lau, 1981). For high-frequency synop- and the National Center of Atmospheric Research

(NCAR) have jointly accomplished an extremelytic-scale transients, one can envision that the
external forcings affect at least the location of valuable reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 1996).

Exploiting these consistent and voluminous newtheir principal tracks. The external forcing can

also affect the magnitude of natural variability of data, especially the global coverage and full length
of wind fields that were not available for ourlow-frequency fluctuations.

Isolating climate signal from noise in the real earlier attempts, we conduct a revisit of the above

issue. The tropical and subtropical data availableatmosphere is known to be formidable, if not
impossible (Leith, 1973; Madden, 1976; Trenberth, for this study contribute tremendously to the

insights we have been attempting to gain.1985; Chervin, 1986). The emphasis of this article

is not on a precise way to separate them. We
attempt to understand a simpler situation. When
the external condition changes from El Niño to 2. Data and warm/cool ENSO seasons
La Niña type of forcing, we are asking whether
there is a corresponding change in magnitude of The data used are the new NCEP/NCAR reana-

lyses (Kalnay et al., 1996). The wind and geopoten-natural variability? Since the variance of natural

variations is closely related to the potential pre- tial height fields at 200, 500, and 700 mb levels
from 1961 to 1997 are investigated. For this study,dictability (Madden, 1976; Chervin, 1986), our

goal is to find out whether there is a substantial we focus on the wintertime seasons. Data from

1 October to 30 April were extracted first and theimpact of tropical SST anomalies on the extra-
tropical atmospheric natural variability and 37-year climatology obtained and anomaly fields

formed. Because of temporal filtering that will bepotential predictability.

The response of time-mean flow to external described in more detail later, the final data sets
used are shorter, from 1 December to 31 March,forcing has been well documented and qualitat-

ively understood in various frameworks (Opsteegh referred to hereafter as DJFM winter season.

The warm and cool phases of the ENSO cyclesand Van den Dool, 1980; Hoskins and Karoly,
1981; Horel and Wallace, 1981; Shukla, 1983; were sorted out from the sea surface temperature

(SST) anomalies in the Niño 3.4 region (5S–5N andBlackmon et al., 1983; Cubasch, 1985; Miyakoda
et al., 1986; Barnett, 1995; Kumar et al., 1996). 120–170W). The NCEP’s SST operational analysis

and re-analysis for earlier periods (1950–92, SmithHowever, to what extent a tropical forcing modi-

fies the natural variability is less clear. If a large et al. 1996) were used for this purpose. Fig. 1 dis-
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seen. In fact, thewell known PacificNorth American

(PNA) teleconnection pattern (Horel and Wallace,
1981; Wallace and Blackmon, 1983; Barnston and
Livezey, 1987) is clearly observable: in addition to

the subtropical anticyclonic center, there is a cyc-
lonic anomaly center in the northeast Pacific, a
strong anti-cyclonic anomaly circulation center over

the central Canada, and a weak cyclonic center off
shore from south Atlantic coast. For the La Niña
winters, the composite (the middle right panel)

reveals a near reversal of the above teleconnection
pattern. However, the Canadian cyclonic circulation
anomaly is much weaker than its counterpart of the

El Niño composite.
The Z500 anomaly composites are contrasted

Fig. 1. Year-to-year variations of sea surface temper- in the bottom panels. In simple contours they
ature anomaly in Niño 3.4 region. The DJF climatology

depict essentially the same circulation anomalies
is based on the period of 1950 to 1997.

of the middle panels. Since the composites were
averaged from 7 El Niño/La Niña events, eliminat-

ing most of the natural variability, we loosely treatplays the year-to-year variations of the DJF-mean
Niño 3.4 SST anomalies. With a criterion of these means as the ENSO signatures. Based on

this treatment, we see that the tropical El Niñoexceeding 0.75°C in SST anomaly, 7 warm El Niño
seasons as well as 7 cool La Niña seasons were anomalies imprint a stronger signature on the

Pacific North American (PNA) sector duringobjectively identified. The warm cases are (using

January for year identification): 1966, 1969, 1973, El Niño winters than the La Niña winters. The
El Niño signal over Eastern Canada is notably1983, 1987, 1992, and 1995; and the cool seasons

are: 1965, 1971, 1974, 1976, 1985, 1989, and 1996. much stronger. The La Niña signal in the north

Pacific is seen to be weaker and elongated
northwestwards to Kamchatka.

3. ENSO signals

Responding to tropical El Niño/La Niña anom- 4. Subseasonal natural variability
alies, the Northern Hemispheric upper level jet-

streams undergo large change, as shown in Fig. 2. Embedded in the ENSO signal is natural variab-
ility on a wide range of spacial and temporalThe El Niño DJFM composites are shown in the

left panels while the La Niña seasons in the right. scales. Daily synoptic disturbances and persistent

blocking flows are familiar examples. In the follow-The top panels compare the strength of the 200 mb
zonal winds. We see a large difference in the ing, we present: (a) high-frequency variability

(HFV) with time-scales less than 7 days, repres-eastern half of the North Pacific. For El Niño

winters, the mean jet extends much farther east- enting the main storm tracks; (b) low-frequency
variability (LFV) with time-scales between 11 andward with speed greater than 30 m/s and merges

with the branch over the United States. For 61 days, consisting of persistent blocking highs

and large-scale deep trough flows.La Niña winters, the mean jet is rather weak over
the vast eastern North Pacific.

The composites of wind vector anomaly for
4.1. Modification of HFV

El Niño and La Niña winters are contrasted in the
middle panels. For El Niño winters, accompanying In general, the principal storm tracks are located

on the northern flank of the jetstreams and assumethe jet’s eastward extension, there is a large tropical
easterly anomaly with magnitude exceeding 5 m/s. an elongated distribution across the North Pacific

(Blackmon et al., 1977). Although the storm tracksTherefore, an anticyclonic anomaly circulation over

the subtropical ocean east of the date line is clearly are not directly forced by the tropical anomalies,
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Fig. 2. Composites of DJFM wind (m/s) and height (m) fields. El Niño years are: 1966, 69, 73, 83, 87, 92, and 95.
La Niña years are: 1965, 71, 74, 76, 85, 89, and 96. Wind vector anomalies greater than 5 m/s are shaded. Bottom
panels, solid (dashed) contours are for positive (negative) Z500 anomalies.

they are steered by the time-mean flows (Lau, ends have been addedbefore filtering. After squaring

the high-pass filtered fluctuations and raising the1988). With so much difference in the strength of
the zonal mean flows between El Niño and values by a factor of 2 and finally low-pass filtering

by a 7-day running mean, we obtain the envelop ofLa Niña winters as seen in Fig. 2, we expect a

large difference in the geographical distribution of the storm tracks, in the same manner as used by
Nakamura and Wallace (1990). The top panel ofthe principal storm tracks.

Following the method of describing the principal Fig. 3 presents the climatological (1961–97) distri-

bution of the storm tracks for the DJFM seasons.storm tracks by Nakamura and Wallace (1990), we
isolate first the high-frequency fluctuations of the The tracks are zonally elongated across the ocean

and located mainly on the northern flank of the700 mb meridional wind by applying a 7-day run-
ning mean high-pass filter over the DJFM time mean jet, agreeing well with previous results

(Blackmon et al., 1977).series. In order to avoid being contaminated by the

end-effect of the filtering, 3 more data points at both The lower two panels reveal the departures from
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Fig. 3. Principal storm tracks represented by 7-day high-pass filtered and large meridional winds at 700 mb. See
text for detail procedures to obtain them. Top panel is the 37-year climatology (1961–97) of the % of time that a
filtered |V700 | is greater than 10 m/s. Other two panels show the difference of % between the El Niño/La Niña
composite and the climatology. Contour interval is 4%. Solid (dashed) curves for increase (decrease) in %.
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Fig. 4. Composites of the barotropic components of the local Eliassen–Palm flux vectors (m2 s−2) at 200 mb (top
panels) and their divergence (m s−1/day) (bottom panels). Solid (dashed) contours for divergence (convergence).

the climatological storm tracks for, separately, the variable. They in fact positively feed back to
maintain the time-mean flow (Holopainen et al.,El Niño and La Niña winters. For the former (the

middle panel ), the storms are steered by the 1982; Hoskins et al., 1983; Shutts, 1983; Trenberth,

1986), even when the time-mean differs fromeastward extended jet to reach the southern/Baja
California region, bringing heavy precipitation climatology (Lau, 1988; Cai and Van den Dool,

1992). Following the diagnostics of the localinto this climatologically semi-arid area. On the

other hand, we see a deficit in storm activity over Eliassen–Palm (EP) flux vector, modified by
Trenberth (1986), we calculate the flux vectorsthe vast region of northeastern Pacific. In sharp

contrast, the La Niña anomalies (the bottom and their divergence to get a feel of the interactions

between the transients and the time-mean flowspanel ) show more storms being diverted northeast-
ward to the northern edge of the North Pacific. during different phases of the ENSO cycle. When

the localized EP flux vectors are divergent, theDue to the retracted jetstream, the storm activity

is much below normal across the central North effect of the transients is to force and maintain
the time-mean flow (Trenberth, 1986).Pacific between 30°N and 40°N, which is a large

difference from the El Niño winters. Over the The 7-day high-pass filtered wind components

are used to construct the barotropic part of theeastern half of the US, we see a sharp difference,
with enhanced (decreased) storminess in El Niño EP flux vector, which is
(La Niña) winters.

E
u
=[D (v∞2�−u∞2�); −u∞v∞�]

It is apparent that the ENSO’s warm/cool
(Trenberth, 1986). The composites of E

u
vectorsanomalies modify drastically the HFV of the

and their divergence are shown in the left-handextratropical atmosphere.
panels of Fig. 4 for the 7 El Niño seasons, and the
right-hand panels the 7 La Niña winters. The

4.2. High-frequency transient forcing of the
divergence in the lower panels reveal that the

time-mean flows
HVFs act to strengthen and maintain the subtrop-
ical jet across the central North Pacific, but, actAlthough the storm tracks are steered by the

time-mean flows, they are not entirely a passive to slow down the equatorward flank of the jet.
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The forcing of the transients during El Niño from the climatological mean, which is substan-

tially contaminated by the ENSO signal. Fig. 5winters is seen much stronger, both across the
central North Pacific and in the deep tropics. The illustrates the embedding of the LFVs. The 11-day

low-pass filtered Z500 anomalies are shown byfeedback of the transients help in maintaining

stronger presence of El Niño signal than La Niña the closed circles, for a La Niña (upper panel ) and
an El Niño DJFM season ( lower panel ), at gridsignal from the tropics.
point 45°N and 160°W, representing the general

situation in the North Pacific. These low-pass
4.3. Modification of subseasonal low-frequency

filtered time series are consisting of ENSO signals
variability

as well as subseasonal natural variability. Because

there is no clear spectral gap, it is impossible toThe low-frequency variability (LFV) with time-
scales between 11 and 61 days are next investigated separate the two with certainty. Our approach is

to break the total variance into two groups in ato see how they are modified by the ENSO tropical

anomalies. The new reanalyses make investi- poor man’s fashion by applying a 61-day filter.
Those with time-scales greater than 61 days aregations on variables other than Z500 (Chen and

Van den Dool, 1997a) possible. We emphasize that more likely to be the ENSO signals (the dashed

curves in Fig. 5), while those less than 61 days thethe LFV considered here are those embedded in
the ENSO signal, not the subseasonal anomalies natural variability. There is no solid reason for

Fig. 5. Illustration of Z500 anomaly time series at grid point (45°N and 160°W), showing time-mean flow (dashed
curve) and the embedded low-frequency disturbances (departures of closed circles from dashed curve), separately for
a cool (1988/89) and a warm (1982/83) DJFM season. A 61-day (11-day) low-pass filter was applied to obtain the
dashed (close-circled) curves.
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using a 61-day filter except for the considerations for Z500 variance is shown in the lower panels. It

is apparent from the figure that there is a largeof: (a) the persistent blocking and deep trough
flows are most likely to develop in the range of difference in LFVs: much larger magnitude of

kinetic energy and height variance for the La Niña11–61 days, and 61-day is close to a seasonal time

scale; (b) it is short enough to let the signals stand winters than the El Niño winters. If one had used
the conventional climatological anomalies toout more to reveal their intraseasonal evolution.

The ENSO signal extracted in this fashion over- obtain the above quantities, there would have

been little difference between them. The immediateestimates its magnitude, because there is natural
variability with time scales longer than 61 days. question is why there is so much difference in

LFV kinetic energy and height variance betweenBy averaging over more and more cases one can

eliminate some uncertainty and gradually improve the warm and cool phase of the ENSO cycles.
What is the dynamical process leading to thisthe estimate of ENSO signal.

The LFVs considered here are then those depar- large change?

tures from the dashed curves, not the anomalies
from the climatology, as used in some of the

4.4. Interaction between L FV and ENSO signal
studies on persistent anomalies (Dole, 1986). The

LFVs considered here better represent natural One plausible mechanism is explored here. We
focus on the interactions between ENSO signalsvariability while the low-frequency departures

from climatology contain both interannual signals and the embedded LFV components. Simmons

et al. (1983) and Palmer (1988) suggest that muchand natural variability. From the illustrations of
Fig. 5, we can visualize that the LFVs considered of the low-frequency variability of the Northern

Hemisphere wintertime general circulation is asso-here are indeed those embedded in the loosely
defined ENSO signal. ciated with disturbances which derive their energy

from the zonally varying basic state through baro-Fig. 6 contrasts the kinetic energy of the LFVs

at 200 mb for the El Niño winters ( left panel ) and tropic instability. It is then plausible that the local
barotropic energy conversion between the zonallythe La Niña winters (right panel ). A comparison

Fig. 6. Contrast of kinetic energy and Z500 variance of low-frequency components between El Niño and La Niña
composites. Kinetic energy in m2 s−2 and height variance in (dm)2.
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varying time-mean flows and the low-frequency California during El Niño winters; (b) the positive

conversion over western Canada is also larger forcomponents may account for the large difference
shown in Fig. 6. the La Niña winters. The above results are remark-

ably in sync with the large difference in LFVUsing the notations and definitions of Mak and

Cai (1989), the growth rate of the local perturba- kinetic energy shown in Fig 6. What we see from
these results is: during La Niña winters, there istion energy is governed in large part by the scalar

product, EΩD, in the following equation: much more LFV kinetic energy in central and

northeastern Pacific, plausibly due to much more
et=−VΩVe+EΩD−2re−nΩVp, (1)

ENSO signal to LFV energy conversion.
where

e=1
2
(u2+v2 ) , v= (u, v) , V= (U, V ) ,

5. Extratropical potential predictability
and

The above results indicate that much largerE= (1
2
(v2−u2 ), −uv), (2)

low-frequency natural variability is observed for
D= (U

x
−V

y
, V

x
+U

y
) . (3) the La Niña than the El Niño winters in the

central and northeastern Pacific. Similar behaviorAs discussed by Mak and Cai (1989), the mean-
is expected of the natural variability on seasonalflow advection of the perturbation energy and the
time scales, because the energy spectral shapeageostrophic pressure work do not contribute to
cannot change much from low-frequency tothe change of the global energetics, but redistribute
seasonal time scale. The reason we address thethe perturbation energy and determine the loca-
11–61 days time scales is due to the considerationtion and localization of the disturbances. The E-
that the persistent blocking and deep trough flowsvector quantifies the local structure and the
(Chen and Van den Dool, 1997a) are mostly withinstrength of the LFVs, while the D-vector defines
this range.the deformation field of the ENSO signals in

From Fig. 2 we recall that ENSO signals arewhich the LFVs are embedded.
stronger for El Niño than La Niña winters. TheTo evaluate the barotropic energy conversion
potential predictability for the North Pacific atmo-between the ENSO signals and the LFVs, we treat
sphere, on seasonal time scales, should then bethe slowly evolving time-mean flows (TMFs), as
higher for the El Niño winters than the La Niñaillustrated in Fig. 5, as the ENSO signals and the
winters. The potential predictability in terms ofembedded disturbances of time scales between 11
Z500 variability, i.e.,and 61 days as the LFV components (Chen and

Van den Dool, 1995 and 1997a). The E-vector was potential predictability
calculated through (2) and the D-vector through
(3) by using finite difference. The average inner =

square of signal

square of signal+variance of LFVproduct, EΩD, is shown in Fig. 7. The top panel

displays the average of all 37 years considered, is obtained and shown in Fig. 8. We see, indeed,
with positive (negative) contours indicating gain- much higher potential predictability for the
ing (losing) of LFV kinetic energy from ENSO El Niño winters in the northeastern Pacific. The
signals (the TMFs). A maximum energy conver- northeastern North America and the western sub-
sion from signals to LFVs takes place in central tropical Pacific also have much higher potential
north Pacific, near the exit region of the jetstream predictability for the El Niño winters. This result
and extending eastward with weaker conversion agrees fairly well with those of the general circula-
through southern California into central United tion model study of Chen and Van den Dool
States. The difference in EΩD between El Niño/ (1997b).
La Niña winters and the climatological mean is
shown in the lower two panels. The major features

are: (a) during La Niña winters, there is much 6. Conclusions
more TMF to LFV conversion along jetstreams
except the central eastern North Pacific, where The new NCEP/NCAR reanalyses are investi-

gated for the ENSO signal and its embeddedjetstreams extend into southern and Baja
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Fig. 7. Comparisons of barotropic energy conversions between ENSO signals and the embedded low-frequency
perturbations. The unit of the scalar product, EΩD, is in m2 s−2/day. Positive contours indicate conversion from
time-mean flow to low-frequency disturbances.
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Fig. 8. Contrast of Z500 potential predictability (PP) between El Niño and La Niña DJFM.

natural variability in order to gain further under- phases of the ENSO cycle. Much larger magnitude
of low-frequency natural variability is found forstanding on extratropical potential predictability.

Based on the climatology of period from 1961 to the La Niña winters. A plausible dynamical

explanation is explored. Because of large difference1997, we find stronger ENSO signals for the
El Niño than the La Niña type of external forcing. in time-mean deformation fields between warm

and cool phase of the ENSO cycle, the extent ofThe 7-winter composites exhibit stronger ENSO

signatures for the El Niño winters in both the interactions between time mean flows and low-
frequency components exhibits a large difference:northeastern Pacific and the northeastern North

America (Fig. 2). much larger low-frequency variability for the
La Niña than the El Niño extratropical atmo-By excluding most of the ENSO signals from

the total low-frequency variability, the climate sphere (Fig. 7).

On these two counts — stronger signals andnoise is contrasted for the warm and the cool
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weaker low-frequency natural variability — signi- 7. Acknowledgments
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